
Dear Pierre Auger and other female colleagues in Cosmic Rays and High Energy
Astrophysics,

The 2023 International Day of the Women & Girls in Science arrived.

Happy Day for all women in Pierre Auger Observatory and all the women working in
Physics

As every year, Pierre Auger Observatory is part of the Institutions that keep the flame for
women's rights burning and extreme efforts for the inclusion and recognition of the role of
women in the Observatory and beyond.

In the recent update of the Pierre Auger Visitor Center, two
videos (Nobel Women and Women in Auger) highlight the
importance of continuing to work on this topic, so that more
women and girls join scientific and technological activities.

This year, for celebrating the International Day of Women
and Girls in Science, we invite you to participate in two
activities (or just in one of them):

● To share with us a short video (maximum 3 minutes) or a text (maximum half page
plus a pic) describing your everyday life and
how you combine it with the work in science
you do.

● To share with us stories where you describe
other activities you do in addition to your work.
These can be hobbies, or other activities which
are not necessarily related to science but they
are part of your life as well. Please feel free to
choose the way of sharing the information, it
can be as a short text, a short video, an audio,
a pic, etc.



The contributions can be sent from February 11th to November 1st of 2023,  to

Beatriz Garcia: beatriz.garcia@iteda.cnea.gov.ar

Karen Caballero: karen.scm@gmail.com

The received material will be published on the Pierre Auger website and, if you give your
agreement, also distributed in episodes using our social networks.

If the contribution is a video, you can send it in  English or your own language, and we will
try to add subtitles.

We hope you join us in this proposal which will produce material to disseminate the work of
the Women in Sciences around the planet!
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